Mental Challenges Facing in India Following the Pandemic - Covid 19
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ABSTRACT

Currently all folks experiencing emotions, thought and situations we’ve never experienced before. The cholera pandemics followed by the flu pandemic were highlights of the 19th century. As Covid 19 initially creeps in and subsequently spreads at a galloping pace, it’s been ravaging from country after country. The pandemic has significant and variable psychological impact in each country. On the stage of pandemic foremost response to the pandemic has been fear and sense of clear and imminent danger. Fears have ranged from those supported facts to unfounded fears supported information or misinformation circulating within the media. The fears of contracting the illness also are frequent and ranges from misinterpreting every fear or cough as a Covid infection, wanting a test finished reassurance albeit there are strict guidelines for testing. Psychological state issues following Covid19 pandemic include emotional difficulties like depression, anxiety, biological effects like sleep, appetite disturbance also as severe mental disease and substance misuse.
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INTRODUCTION

At the top of 2019, city associate degree rising business hub of China practiced a deadly disease of novel Corona virus. Covid- nineteen pandemic has swept wing in to over two hundred countries with right smart confirmed cases and death and has caused public panic and mental state stress 1. Patients with suspected 2019-nCov might expertise worry of fatal new virus and people in quarantine would possibly expertise dissatisfaction, loneliness and anger. What is more the symptoms of infection like drive, fever, cough in addition as adverse effects of treatment like sleep disorder caused by corticosteroids could lead on to worsening anxiety and mental distress 2. In India, cases of COVID-19 began to rise by the second week of March 2020, and by March thirty-one, 2020, over 1356 cases were reportable with forty-six deaths. The majority the Indian confirmed COVID-19 cases have either a positive travel history or being in shut contact with a confirmed COVID-19 patient. If infected or suspected cases don’t seem to be segregated properly, within the close to future, there’s high risk of community unfold to the extent that the amount of individuals affected can amount the patient–hospital bed–doctor quantitative relation within the country 2. What is more, a way of panic has set in among the final population power-assisted by the increasing range of positive cases with every passing day and therefore the rumors and myths regarding COVID-19 being circulated within the social media platforms. Each the central government and state governments had been supplying consultation to the individuals to take care of social distancing to prevent the community unfold. However, despite many appeals, the social distancing strategy has not been taken seriously, though this can be the sole attainable answer to prevent COVID-19. Visible of this, the Prime Minister of Republic of India declared “lockdown” within the whole country ranging from time of day of Annunciation Day, 2020, for next twenty-one days. Alternative countries within the world have conjointly taken similar or maybe stricter measures to prevent community unfold of COVID-19 3.

Various Psychological State Problems Throughout Covid 19 Pandemic

1. Psychological state problems throughout hospital quarantine:

Quarantine is finished for the larger interest of the community by curtailing the correct of the individual. It will result in physical, psychological, emotional and money stress leads to concern of catching the health problem. Varied mental issues round-faced by these peoples include:
1. Health connected anxiety- this could be the foremost common condition that might arise throughout isolation. This may lead to uncertainty of outcomes, concern of positive on tasting and stigma. In severe it will result in panic attacks².

2. Depression and anxiety- concern of catching a severe and probably life-threatening health problem, isolation from the family, helplessness and guilt related to behaviors that result in infection, could be a supply of infection to family and public and powerless to perform duties will result in depression and anxiety².

3. Low mood, fear, nervousness, irritability, anger, frustration tedium, emotional exhaustion, feeling stressed, symptom and sleep disorder. Several uninterested persons could expertise these issues which can or might not account to an identifiable psychological state disorder; they have to be known and addressed³.

4. Substance withdrawal- Withdrawal from substances will occur due to non-availability and explosive stoppage from the substance particularly from alcohol.

5. Finish of life crisis- thoughts of whether they have performed their duties adequately, concern of death, apprehension towards the family reaction to one's death; guilt e.t.c could haunt the person.

6. Acute stress reaction and post-traumatic stress disorder- hospital quarantine are often a major traumatic event leading to acute stress disorder. Individuals exposed to hospital quarantine have higher risk of developing post-traumatic stress disorder⁴.

7. Resilience- it's famous to occur not solely the person infected however additionally within the community.

8. Exacerbation of antecedent medical specialty conditions like psychopathy, mood disorder, anxiety spectrum disorder, disorder will exacerbate throughout quarantine.

2. Mental challenges round-faced by kids and adolescents:

Children and adolescents have already been reception with colleges being shut closely. Their regular schedules are discontinuous. Kids area unit confined to the house and in some things is also separated from the parent as a result of they are separated or their oldsters are separated. Kids could expertise a spread of psychological problems like anxiety, fear, worry, depression, problem sleeping and loss of competency. Quarantine and isolation may additionally result in acute stress disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder⁵.

- Adolescents area unit seemingly to possess preoccupation with them, a way of insecurity, largely establish with their coeivals and area unit at risk of risk taking behavior⁴.
- Some adolescents could have feelings of being invincible and will take risk by not maintaining personal hygiene and social distancing.
- Adolescents area unit seemingly to possess preoccupation with them, a way of insecurity, largely establish with their coeivals and area unit at risk of risk taking behavior⁴.
- Some adolescents could have feelings of being invincible and will take risk by not maintaining personal hygiene and social distancing.
- Others are also withdrawn scared of going away home and disturbed concerning their health still as that of their members of the family⁴.
- They may additionally lose regular contact with friends as a result of college, faculties and universities area unit closed. This may result in feelings of tedium, loneliness, sadness, aggregation and irritability towards siblings and different members of the family³.
- Few could begin victimization tobacco, cannabis, alcohol e.t.c to handle their tedium, loneliness and emotional changes³.
- The uncertainty concerning examination and its impact on career selections will exacerbate stress thanks to prevailing covid-19 pandemic ⁴.

3. Psychological state in older adults:

Older adults’ area unit systematically rumored to be liable to Covid nineteen. In step with Center for illness and management older adults with Covid nineteen area units additional seemingly to be hospitalized and die of it. This risk is way higher in older adults on top of age of eighty-five years. The problems that create the older adults at higher risk for psychological state problems throughout Covid nineteen includes: Risk for hospitalization, demand of improvement support and a high fatality rate contribute to important stress and different mental state issues⁷.

- Older adult’s area unit doubtless to expertise a lot of stress and difficulties in accessing essential services because of restriction enforced to take care of the social distancing to forestall Covid nineteen⁸.
- Social isolation is one in every of the necessary risk factors for mental state issues like depression and anxiety in older adults.
- Older adults have higher probabilities of worsening of pre-existing medical and medical specialty health problem owing to issue in guaranteeing their regular medication and routine health care because of Covid nineteen.

3. Mental health in older adults is consistently reported to be vulnerable to Covid 19. According to Center for Disease and Control older adults with Covid 19 are more likely to be hospitalized and die of it. This risk is much higher in older adults above age of 85 years. The problems that make the older adults at higher risk for mental health issues during Covid 19 includes:

- Risk for hospitalization, requirement of ventilatory support and a high mortality rate contribute to significant stress and other mental health problems⁷.
• Older adults are likely to experience more stress and difficulties in accessing essential services due to restriction enforced to maintain the social distancing to prevent the spread of Covid 19.6
• Social isolation is one of the important risk factors for mental health problems like depression and anxiety in older adults.
• Older adults have higher chances of worsening of preexisting medical and psychiatric illness because of difficulty in ensuring their regular medication and routine health care due to Covid 19 related restrictions6.

4. Mental health issues among pregnant and postpartum woman:
Positive mental health is particularly important during pregnancy and postpartum. Currently available literature has shown an association between depression, anxiety during pregnancy and small for gestational age, low birth weight, preterm delivery. During the postpartum period around 10-15% of women experience depression and anxiety. It also has been observed that postpartum depression is one of the reason for poor bonding with their babies. In the current period of COVID 19 pandemic, even routine visit to health care facilities for antenatal care and infant immunization are likely to create a sense of anxiety in mothers about their health and that of their unborn baby9.

5. Challenges faced by people with disabilities:
The thoughts and feelings unique to patient with disabilities include:
• Thought of being a burden
• Fear about their caregivers falling sick
• Fear that may be marginalized further during rationing of supplies.
• Sadness regarding feeling dependent on caregivers.
• Thought of being left out of decision-making process
• Emergency operation guidelines use for COVID 19 by certain states of USA has designated persons with severe intellectual inability to be poor candidates for ventilatory support12.

6. Psychological issues of front line personnel
Compacting Covid thousands of healthcare personnel, police, and Govt. officials are working round the clock to confront it head on. Most people in healthcare emergencies are likely to experience some stress. The common most disabling mental health issues:
• Long working hours
• Worry about risk to self and family
• Concern about inadequate personal protection materials
• Separation from family

• Preexisting mental health and addiction issues.
• Substance related issues in perpetrators
• Reduced opportunities to go out and seek help for violence.
• Non availability of services for violence during pandemic such as shelters or one stop centers and difficulty reaching them due to lockdowns.
• Personnel working in hospitals in times of pandemic experience stigmatizing attitudes from the public14.

7. Mental challenges faced by persons consuming alcohol:
Alcohol use and dependence are common in the community. Among them those using alcohol hazardous benefit from psychological intervention. In many individuals with heavy daily use of alcohol, a sudden reaction or cessation of alcohol use can lead to emergence of an alcohol withdrawal syndrome. Therefore, in any COVID 19 treatment setting when any patient reports a gradual increase in restlessness, tremor and sleeplessness it is important to ask for a history of alcohol use. However, in certain number of cases there is a potential to develop life threatening complications such as seizures and delirium18.

8. Mental challenges faced by persons using tobacco:
Tobacco use is a significant public health problem. In the current global pandemic of COVID 19 it is reasonable to be concerned that compromised lung function or lung disease related to smoking history such as COPD could people at risk for serious complications of COVID 19. In quarantined people who do not have access to tobacco develops restlessness and agitation will interfere in compliance with treatment strategies. Patients admitted in ICU there will be difficulty in clinical diagnosis whether the agitation and altered sensorium is a part of underlying disease or part of tobacco withdrawal syndrome19.

9. Mental Issues among ICU patients:
ICU settings by their nature as well as perceptions of individuals in the community are deemed inherently to carry a high risk of mortality. Due to the same individuals admitted to the ICU interpret various events occurring inside the ICU based on their circumstances as well as other persons concurrently admitted. This perception can sometimes lead to fear, despair or dreadfulness and comfort of being cared for. Various psychiatric issues that could be encountered. In those receiving COVID 19 based ICU care includes anxiety, sleep disturbance, depression, delirium, communication problems, pain, and fear of being dependent on the machine for breathing20.

10. Suicidality:
Ongoing COVID 19 pandemic has been increasingly associated with suicides. Instance of suicide have been reported among individuals who have tested positive for
COVID 19 infection, those who have suffered severe financial setbacks and those experiencing alcohol withdrawal syndrome. The COVID 19 pandemic has led to significantly increased level of stress at community, family and individual suicide. Measures leading to isolation and stigma due to illness, limited access to necessities and financial stress as well as rapid dissemination of information via internet based platforms have led to increased level of anxiety, fear and psychological stress across entire country. This distress may stem from uncertainty of their own as well as their families health, well-being and these could increase the suicide risk.21

MANAGEMENT OF VARIOUS MENTAL CHALLENGES DURING COVID 19 PANDEMIC

1. Management of mental problems during hospital quarantine:
   • Validation-
     • Keep quarantine as short as possible based on the knowledge of the incubation period. Avoid over cautious approach and avoid extension of quarantine.2
     • Provide as much as information as possible about the infection and rationale behind the quarantine. During quarantine people may tend to misinterpret all physical symptoms as indicative of infection which may lead to excessive health anxiety and other psychological issues. Therefore, quarantined people must have accurate and unambiguous information about the nature of the problem.19
   
2. Management of mental problems in children and in adolescents:
   • They must be provided unambiguous and clear information regarding the pandemic in an age appropriate language. The aim is to reassure them and reduce exaggerated threat prescription.4
   • Answer your children’s queries but figure out a way of striking a balance. Too much information can cause panic and severe anxiety.
   • Make sure that children are not excessively exposed to pandemic related information. Limit media exposure, especially if there is fear mongering or exposure to alarming content. Avoid discussing the topic frequently in front of the children.
   
3. Management of mental problems in older adults:
   • First step is increasing awareness about mental health issues among the older adults and their family members via social media.7
   • Utilizing community health workers and trained social workers for the screening of older adults at old age home or associated living facilities for mental health issues.
   • To establish a helpline through which any older adults or family members can approach for minor mental health issues. This can be done through old age home staff using technology assistance to avoid exposure to infection.
   • Older adults need reassurance that most of the mental health issues experienced in these situations are normal related to abnormal stress.6
   • They should also get appropriate information and clarification about various myths and false messages that are being spread through multiple unreliable sources.
   • Guidance about maintaining a routine physical exercise, yoga, meditation, healthy diet, mental stimulation through home based activities with appropriate safety precaution is essential.
   • Treat by mental health professionals including medication and other intervention may be required for those with mental health disorders and emergencies.

4. Management of mental problems in pregnant women:
   • Minimize watching, reading or listening to news about COVID that cause you to feel anxious and distressed.
   • Anxiety about COVID 19 is normal at this time of pandemic and lockdown.
   • Seek information only from trusted sources so that you can take practical step to prepare your plans and protect yourself and your love ones.
   • Find opportunities to amplify positive and hopeful stories and positive images of people who have experienced COVID 19.10
   • Practice hand hygiene technique frequently at home.9

5. Managing mental problems among person with disability:
   • Ensuring delivery of necessary items to households or places where patient with disability reside, especially where there are patient with disability need high support.
   • Ensuring facilities available to a person with high support needs in the event of them falling ill or their caregiver being quarantined due to COVID 19 are continued as much as possible.32
   • Telemedicine may allow us to overcome access barriers during quarantine situations. Innovative service delivery ought to include provision of psychological interaction, alongside prescription; strategies for home based rehabilitation must be included.

6. Managing mental challenges among people consuming alcohol:
   Brief interventions can be provided in 5-15 minutes over 1-4 sessions and have proven effectiveness for reduction of alcohol use.
   a. Responsibility
   b. Advice
   c. Self-efficacy.
7. Management of psychological issues among people using tobacco:

5A’s model is the management protocol for tobacco dependence can be used by healthcare providers to help a client with tobacco use in quarantine.

Step 1: Ask

The healthcare provider should make it a part of their routine examination to ask every client the clinical history of tobacco use^{19}.

Step 2: Advice

Clear — emphasizing the importance of quitting and reassuring the client that the healthcare provider can help.

Step 3: Access the motivation of the client to quit tobacco questions should be posted on current readiness such as:

Step 4: Assist

Psychological measures
- Develop a quit plan^{25}.
- Practical counseling
Pharmacological measures
- Nicotine replacement therapy
Nicotine patches can also be used for the therapy^{25}.

8. Management of psychological problems among ICU patients:

Preventing the onset of delirium includes:

1. Efforts to help in orientation
2. Enhance sensory efficacy
3. Promote sleep
4. Adequate and appropriate pain management
5. Preventing complication of immobility
6. Optimization of physiological parameters
7. Foster physical therapy^{26}.

9. Management of psychological issues among front line personnel:

Self-care
All personnel in the front line should be made aware of the principles of self-care. Self-care includes those activities to promote our emotional, physical, relational, and spiritual/religious wellness. These include the following^{24}.

10. Management of suicidality:

What immediate intervention can be provided?

During the assessment, some general interviewing and counseling skills are likely to be helpful such as:
- Offering help.
- Be a good listener.
- Avoid making dismissive comments
- State that you can understand the person’s feelings in this situation and that almost everyone is feeling the worry and anxiety.
- Being supportive and instilling hope^{26}.

CONCLUSION

COVID 19 is a global health emergency enormous impact on mental health. Individual affected in the pandemic may have high burden of depression, anxiety, stress, panic attack, somatization disorder, sleep disorders, emotional symptoms, post-traumatic disorder symptoms, suicidal behavior and many more health problems^{1}. Moreover a wide range of demographic and psycho social factors are associated with mental health problems during COVID pandemic that highlight some people who are especially vulnerable to those adverse effects. Psychiatric epidemic co-occurring with COVID 19 now becoming a global challenge^{25}. It is essential to identify highly vulnerable individuals and connect them to required care, whereas access to mental health services and resources should be promoted aiming positive mental health outcomes and psycho social resilience across population. Evidence based policy making and practice should be adopted to guide how those mental health challenges can be mitigated in different contexts amid COVID 19 pandemic and future public health emergencies^{26}.
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